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1 IntroductionMobile end-systems frequently change their point of attachment to the network. In such an environ-ment, in order for mobile devices to run without disruption, a universal networking infrastructureis needed. In addition, a common networking protocol is required which can support network-widemobility. Mobile devices also need to communicate with the existing pool of information serversand le servers, which means that internetworking solutions for connecting stationary and mobilesystems are also required. Unfortunately, the Internet Protocol (IP), which forms the fabric ofthe current world-wide data communication network, falls short of meeting this demand. The cur-rent Internet suite of protocols (TCP/IP) were designed under the assumption that end-systemsare stationary. If during an active network session one end of the connection moves, the networksession breaks. Naturally, all networking services layered on top of TCP/IP are also disruptedwhen end-systems become mobile. There are two approaches for solving this problem. One isto completely redesign internetworking protocols with the specic goal of supporting mobile endsystems. The other approach is to provide additional services at the network layer in a backwardcompatible manner which make mobile internetworking possible. The rst approach, though aninteresting possibility from a research viewpoint, is infeasible since it would require radical changesto the currently deployed networking infrastructure. It is the latter approach that is the focus ofour investigation.To ensure inter-operability with the existing infrastructure, the handling of mobility should becompletely transparent to the protocols and applications running on stationary hosts. In otherwords, from a stationary end-system's perspective, a mobile host should appear like any otherstationary host connected to the Internet. This means the same naming and addressing conventions,those originally developed for stationary hosts, must apply to mobile hosts. In addition, anychanges in a mobile's network attachment point should be completely hidden from the protocolsand applications running on stationary hosts.In this paper we explore various network layer concepts that pertain to the design of mobilenetworking systems. We show that mobility is essentially an address translation problem and is bestresolved at the network layer. We have identied the fundamental services that must be supportedat the network layer to carry out the task of address translation. Using these service primitives asbuilding blocks, we propose a network layer architecture which enables smooth integration of mobileend systems within the existing Internet. The architecture is modularized into well-dened logicalcomponents. In this paper our objective is not to propose a specic scheme for supporting mobility,rather it is to highlight and analyze the essential aspects of supporting mobile end-systems, as wellas to better understand the trade-o between various design alternatives.2 Internet Naming and AddressingThe Internet is a large collection of networks which share the same address space and inter-operateusing a common sets of protocols, such as TCP/IP [14, 15]. A fundamental concept of the Internetarchitecture is that each host1 has a unique network address, by which it is reachable from otherhosts in the network. Data are carried in the form of packets which contain source and destinationaddresses. To communicate with another host, a source only need to know the address of the1In the Internet jargon, host means an end-system connected to the Internet2
destination. It is the responsibility of the internet routing system to carry packets from a sourceto a destination node.Internet routers maintain a view of network topology in the form of routing tables. These tablesare consulted when making packet routing decisions. The process of routing involves inspecting thethe destination address contained in the packet and, based on the contents of the routing table,determining the next-hop router to which packet should be relayed. Each router along the pathfrom a source to a destination node repeats this process until the packet is nally delivered to thedestination host.If host addresses are treated as at identiers, routers will be required to maintain routinginformation on a per-host basis. Obviously, this is not feasible, given the large number of hosts(over 80 million!) that are connected to the Internet. A natural solution is to impose a hierarchyon the address structure. The purpose of hierarchical addressing scheme is to allow aggregation ofrouting information; higher layers in the hierarchy (e.g., routers) need only concern themselves withthe portion of the address that is relevant at that layer. Hierarchical addressing is essential if therouting architecture is to be scalable. The Internet, for example, deploys a two-level hierarchicaladdressing scheme.2.1 Internet AddressingEach host in the Internet is assigned a unique 32-bit internet address (also known as an IP address)which consists of two parts: network-id and host-id. The boundary between the network-id andthe rest of the address is a xed location determined by the leading bits of an address (as shownin Figure 1). IP addresses are commonly represented using dotted notation where each octet isrepresented as a decimal number and dots are used as octet separators.
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9 . 4 . 10 . 34
128 . 8 . 130 . 35
210 . 15 . 85 . 47Figure 1: IP address structureUnder the current Internet addressing scheme, routers only need to maintain network topologyinformation at the granularity of individual networks. This means only the network part of thedestination address is used in making routing decision. Though hierarchical addressing makesrouting simple and manageable, as a natural consequence, it puts certain restriction on the addressusage. A hierarchical address can only be used within the domain of its denition. For example, anInternet address is only meaningful so long as the host using it remains connected to that networkdenoted by the network-id part of the address. When the host moves to a new network, it must beallocated a new address which is derived from the address space of the new network. In order forthe Internet routing to work:A mobile host must be allocated a new address when it moves.3







send(address)Figure 2: DNS based Name to Address resolution3 The Mobility ProblemTo illustrate why host mobility poses problem at the network later, it is important to emphasizethe distinction between the concepts of name and address. Name: is a location independent identier of a host. E.g. `mimsy' is the name of the mail-server in our department. Address: indicates the location of a given host. E.g. mimsy's address 128.8.128.8 indicatesthat it is connected to network 128.8.128Names remain xed regardless of where a host is located. An address on the other hand reectsa host's point of attachment to the network. For hosts that remain static throughout their lifetime,4
both names and addresses can be used interchangeably. For a mobile host, however, an addresscannot be used as a unique identier, since it must change with the location of the host. Name isthe only location independent identication mechanism that can be used at the network layer tomake references to mobile hosts.3.1 Mobility Problem: Directory Service ViewIn networks where hosts are static, name to address bindings never change. Host mobility makes thisbinding a function of time. Therefore, network layer mechanisms are required for resolving namesinto addresses and tracking the location of hosts as they move. The Domain Name System (DNS),which provides name to address translation service in the Internet today, should be enhanced tomeet the additional demands. However, this task is made dicult by many hurdles: The DNS has no provision to handle dynamic updates. This is because it was originallydesigned to provide name lookup service for stationary hosts only. The DNS design attempts to optimize the access cost, and not the update cost. Serverreplication and client caching provides signicant performance gains for access only systems,but results in very poor performance when updates are performed. In a mobile environment,both updates and accesses are equally likely. DNS clients cache DNS records to reduce latency for future accesses and to reduce load on thename servers. There is no call back mechanism from servers to clients, in case cache entriesbecome invalid.A design for a distributed location directory service for mobile hosts was proposed by Awerbuchand Peleg in [2]. They formally proved an important theoretical result which established thata system cannot optimize both access and update operations2. Using the concept of RegionalDirectories (a type of cache) they proposed a distributed directory layout which guarantees thatthe communication overhead of access and update operations is within a poly-logarithmic factor ofthe lower bound.As far as the Internet is concerned, distributed directory service based solutions do not appearvery attractive since they cannot be deployed without changing existing host software. The Internethas already grown over 80 million hosts in population, which makes any change to host softwarealmost impossible to achieve. Hence, an alternate solution method is required.3.2 Mobility Problem: Internet ViewWhen the Internet suite of protocols were originally developed, it was implicitly assumed thatthe name to address binding remained static. Thus, instead of referring to hosts through names,protocols were developed that referred to hosts through their addresses. A classic example is aTCP connection which is identied by a 4-tuple:< source IP address, source TCP port, destination IP address, destination TCP port >2In their paper they use terms Find and Move to denote these operations.5





Stationary  Host  (S) Figure 3: Illustration of TermsHome Network: Within each administrative domain, network administrators nd it easier toreserve one or more subnetwork(s) for mobile hosts. The home address of a mobile host is allocatedfrom the address space of one of these subnetworks, referred to as the Home Network in thesubsequent discussion. The terms home address and home network also apply to stationary hosts.The only dierence is that stationary hosts always remain connected to their home network, whilemobile hosts sometimes may not be found at their respective home networks.Foreign Network: Any connected segment of an Internet, other than the home network of amobile host, to which the mobile host is allowed to attach is referred to as a Foreign Network.If I denotes the set of all networks connected to the Internet, then any network in the set I  fHome Networkg is a foreign network to all hosts that derive their home addresses from the HomeNetwork.Notice that above denitions are relative to a mobile host. The same network could operateboth as a home and as a foreign network, depending on which mobile host is connected to it. Solong a mobile host remains connected to its home network, existing internet routing mechanism aresucient to route packets up to its current location. It is only when it moves to a foreign networkthat additional mechanisms are required. If a mobile host moves within its home network (e.g.,detach from one ethernet point and attach through another ethernet point), it does not constitutea move from the network layer point of view. Existing link layer bridging mechanism are capable ofrouting packets up to end-systems so long as they remains connected to the same layer 2 segment3.In the previous section, we made two crucial observations:1. The home address of a mobile host cannot be used for routing packets to its current location(except when it is attached to its home network).2. A mobile host's address must be preserved in order to retain all active transport connectionsinvolving the mobile host.3A collection of link layer networks, which are interconnected through bridges, is called a layer 2 segment. Withina layer 2 segment, a packet can be delivered solely on the basis of the destination node's link layer address; thenetwork layer routing is not required 7
These are two conicting requirements. From the rst observation, when a host moves, a newaddress, reecting its new point of attachment to the network, must be used for the purpose ofrouting. The second observation says just the opposite: the original address must be preserved toretain all active network sessions.4.1 Two Tier AddressingWe introduce the concept of two-tier addressing to resolve the problem associated with the dual useof an internet address. Our solution involves associating two internet addresses with each mobilehost(see Figure 4). The rst component of the address reects the mobile's point of attachment tothe network while the second component denotes its home address. The rst address componentserves as a routing directive. It changes whenever a mobile host moves to a new location. Thesecond component of the address serves as an end-point identier. It remains static throughoutthe lifetime of a mobile host. The purpose of two-tier addressing is to decouple the dual role of aninternet address into two disjoint, well dened functions.
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. . ZFigure 4: Two Tier addressing for Mobile HostsThe concept of two-tier addressing is illustrated in Figure 4. Packets that are destined tomobile hosts contain the destination address in the two-tier format. The Internet routing systemonly looks at the rst component of the address and routes those packets to the point where themobile host is attached. At this point, the rst address component is discarded. Only the secondaddress component, the home address of the mobile host, is used in subsequent protocol processing.From an end-host's perspective this means that it notices no dierence when it is attached to itshome versus when it is located in a foreign network. In other words, the mobile host virtuallyremains connected to its home. Packets which originate from the mobile host and are destinedto the stationary host (S) do not require any special handling, since the Internet routing systemcan deliver those packets based on their destination addresses. If S is also mobile, then the sametwo-tier addressing mechanism can be used to route packets to its current location.It is important to note that the two-tier addressing is only a logical concept. Its realizationdoesn't necessarily require carrying two addresses in the destination address eld of the network8
layer packets. In fact, doing so would require changes in the existing packet formats, necessitatingchanges to host and router software. It is desirable to support the two-tier addressing method usingthe existing mechanism available in the Internet Protocol suite. Below we describe how this can beachieved.
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Figure 5: Packet Forwarding Model4.2 Architecture Components4.2.1 Forwarding Agent (FA)When away from its home network, a mobile host can attach to the Internet through a foreignnetwork. For the purpose of forwarding datagrams to its new location, an address derived from theaddress space of the foreign network must be used. Packets destined to the mobile host containthe address of a Forwarding Agent (FA) in the forwarding address sub-eld of the two-tier address.An FA provides an access point through which mobile hosts can attach to the network. It receivespackets on behalf of mobile hosts, and forwards them to appropriate mobile hosts after necessaryprotocol processing.Conceptually, the processing at the FA involves stripping the forwarding address part of thetwo-tier address and exposing the home address of the mobile host. Once the packet arrives at theFA, the forwarding address is no longer required in the subsequent protocol processing. When apacket arrives at the FA, it contains the address of the FA in its destination address eld. TheFA, essentially, maps the contents of the destination address (the forwarding address) to the homeaddress of the associated mobile host. We use the notation g to denote this mapping function:g : (forwarding address)! (home address)An FA should be able to relay packets to the mobile host on the basis of its home address. Thisis easy if the FA and the MH are directly connected (normally over a wireless link). Otherwise, the9
routing protocol operating in the foreign network should advertise host specic routing informationwithin the foreign network to facilitate routing of these packets to mobile hosts. Normally, wewould expect a wireless base station to operate as an FA in which case both the MH and the FAwould be directly connected over a wireless link.A mechanism is required so that mobile hosts can discover the identity of an FA when theyconnect to a foreign network. Similarly, a mechanism is required so that the FA can determine theidentities of all mobile hosts that require its service. The simplest way to achieve this is througha route advertisement and a registration protocol. Forwarding agents periodically advertise theirpresence in the foreign network. Beaconing, the periodic broadcast of messages over the wirelessmedium, is the most commonly used method. Mobile hosts can listen to broadcasts, determine theidentity (address) of the nearest FA, and initiate a registration sequence.4.2.2 Location Directory (LD)The component in the architecture that records the association between the home and the for-warding address of a mobile host is called a Location Directory (LD). The LD contains the mostup-to-date mapping between a mobile host and its associated FA. Mobile Hosts are required tosend updates to the LD whenever they moves to a new location.Since the number of mobile hosts is expected to be very large, a centralized realization ofthe LD is deemed infeasible. A policy for distributing LD components should take many factorsinto consideration, such as the cost of access, ease of locating LD components, and security andownership of location information. Since the LD will be accessed very frequently, a good distributionmethod should exploit the locality of access patterns and provide uniform load balancing among allLD components. Given a model for the LD access pattern, the LD distribution can be formulated asan optimization problem[1]. Unfortunately, these mathematical results [1, 4, 3] cannot be directlyapplied in the Internet. The primary reason is that in the Internet factors such as ease of location,security, and ownership take precedence over any cost optimization considerations.A feasible distribution scheme in the Internet is the owner-maintains-rule. According to thisscheme, the LD entries for mobile hosts are maintained at their respective home networks. Withineach home network, a good place for locating an LD component is at the home router. Advantagesof this scheme are:1. Each home network is responsible for maintaining, securing, authenticating, and distributingLD information for its mobile hosts. This policy ts well within the Internet philosophy ofautonomous operation.2. No special mechanisms are required to locate the LD components. It is important to point outthat in a distributed scheme, in order for a source to send a query to the right LD component,the source is required to know the address of the LD component in advance. Under the owner-maintains-rule, a source simply sends a query that is addressed to the mobile host. The packetis delivered to the home network by normal internet routing where it is intercepted by thehome router and subsequently relayed to the correct LD component.This is certainly not the only possible distribution scheme. Later in this paper we'll discussother options while reviewing various MobileIP proposals.10
4.2.3 Address Translation Agent (ATA)Hosts that need to communicate with a mobile host insert the mobile's home address in the desti-nation address eld of all packets they issue. At some point during the routing process this addressshould be replaced by the address of the FA associated with the mobile host. The entity whichperforms this operation is called an Address Translation Agent. The process of address translationinvolves querying the LD, obtaining the FA address, and subsequently making use of this addressin forwarding packets to the correct location of the mobile host. The address translation functionis: f : (home address)! (forwarding address)From a two-tier addressing perspective, an ATA initializes the forwarding address part of thedestination address. In an actual implementation this could be achieved by replacing the originaldestination address of the packet with the FA's address. This operation can be performed at thesource host; however, the only problem is that the function f cannot be computed without makingchanges to the existing host software of millions of hosts.For performance reasons, an ATA may decide to cache LD entries which are frequently used inmaking forwarding decisions. Querying the LD before making each address translation operationcould be prohibitively expensive, particularly so when the ATA and the LD are geographicallyseparated. Caching, however, introduces a new requirement in the architecture; that of maintainingconsistency between the LD and its cached entries throughout the Internet.4.3 Location Update Protocol (LUP)Keeping the LD up-to-date in the face of frequently changing host location is crucial. Keepingcached LD entries consistent with the master LD is an equally important consideration. Inconsis-tencies could make mobile hosts inaccessible and even cause the formation of routing loops. Thepurpose of Location Update Protocol(LUP) is to provide reliable mechanisms for keeping the LDand its cached copies consistent at all times.To a large extent, the choice of the LUP depends on the caching policy used. Together, theydetermine the scalability and routing characteristics of a mobility solution. In systems which donot permit LD caching, ATAs must be co-located with the LD, since issuing an LD query foreach packet that an ATA forwards is prohibitively expensive. In such systems, packets addressedto mobile hosts rst travel all the way up to the home network before any address translation(operation f) is performed. Clearly, the paths that packets follow are non-optimal in this case.Caching improves the routing eciency of a mobile networking system, as packets do not have totravel to home networks before being forwarded toward the FAs associated with the destinations.At the same time, caching makes the system more complex and vulnerable to security attacks. Ifcache entries are not properly authenticated, it is possible to redirect packets away from a mobilehost and cause denial-of-service.4.4 Packet Forwarding OperationWith the inclusion of address translation agents and forwarding agents, the operation of packetforwarding can be easily illustrated. Figure 5 illustrates how packets from a stationary host (S)are routed to a mobile host (MH). S sends out packets which are addressed to the home addressof the MH . These are intercepted by an address translation agent which maps (using function f)11



























Encapsulation DecapsulationFigure 6: Illustration of Encapsulation and Decapsulation4.5.2 Loose Source Routing (LSR)Loose Source Routing is an option that is supported in IP which can also be used to perform addresstranslation operation4. Using IP's source routing option, an address translation agent can causepackets addressed to a mobile host's home address to be routed via a forwarding agent. Figure 74Originally it was included in IP not for this purpose, but to help in debugging network problems12

























Option LSR next hop
nil nil
Insert  LSR Process  LSRFigure 7: Using Loose Source Routing to perform address translationAn advantage of using the LSR oprion over encapsulation is that, as a natural consequence ofthe LSR option processing, the path that a packet follows (the list of addresses visited en-route) isautomatically recorded in the packet. The destination can reverse this list and send a reply backto the source along the reverse path. In [], we show how we exploit this property to design a mobilenetworking scheme that co-locates the ATA with the source, and the FA with the destination. Itis not possible to achieve this using any method which uses encapsulation, since when the packetarrives at the destination, it is already stripped of all useful routing information.In this section we showed how components of the proposed architecture mutually co-operate tooverlay a packet forwarding service on top of an existing routing infrastructure. It is important topoint out that the ATA and the FA only represent functions that need to be supported, not ma-chines that need to be deployed in the network. In fact, the proposed architecture allows sucientexibility in placement of these functions in the network. This exibility allows us to experimentwith various design alternatives and ne tune a solution for a specic target environment.5 Mapping to candidate MobileIP proposalsOver the past several years, many proposals have been made for supporting host mobility ondatagram-based internetworks. A vast majority of these proposals have been designed to be com-patible with today's TCP/IP-based Internet. The candidate proposals dier widely in terms ofthe specic components they propose to add to the Internet, the mechanisms they use for addresstranslation, and the policy they use for managing location updates. In this section, we'll show thatall mobileIP proposals can be viewed as a special case of our proposed network architecture.In our model, the ATA and FA represent the two basic functions that must be supported byany proposal that supports mobility. We'll demonstrate this fact by explaining the operation ofeach MobileIP proposal in terms these two functional entities. Basically, all proposals attempt13
















Figure 8: Mapping to Columbia Proposal5.1 Columbia SchemeThe scheme proposed by Ioannidis[7, 8] is designed primarily to support mobility within a campusenvironment. Mobile hosts are allocated addresses from a subnetwork which is reserved for use bywireless hosts. A group of cooperating Mobile Support Routers (MSR), advertise reachability tothe wireless subnet. MSRs provide an access point through which mobile hosts can connect to thecampus back-bone, and are also responsible for forwarding trac to and from mobile hosts. Eachmobile host, regardless of its location within a campus, is always reachable via one of the MSRs.When a host sends a packet to a mobile host, it rst gets delivered to the MSR closest to thesource host. This MSR either delivers the packet (if the destination MH lies in its wireless cell), orforwards it to the MSR responsible for the destination MH. If an MSR does not know which MSRis currently responsible for a destination, it sends a WHO HAS query to all MSRs in the campus andawaits a reply message from the responsible MSR. When sending a packet to the destination, anMSR encapsulates the packet and delivers it to the target MSR. Upon receiving this packet, thetarget MSR strips the encapsulation header and relays the original packet to the mobile host.Mapping In the Colombia proposal, an MSR performs both encapsulation and decapsulationoperations, meaning that both functions, f and g, are co-located at the MSR. For packets addressed14
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2Figure 11: Mapping to LSR Schemehome network is a Mobile Router, which is responsible for advertising reachability to the homenetwork, and for keeping track of the current location of each mobile host that has been assignedan address on that network. In a foreign network, mobile hosts attach to the Internet via wirelessbase stations known as Mobile Access Stations (MAS). When a mobile host walks into the wirelesscell of an MAS, it informs its Mobile Router the internet address of the current MAS. The MobileRouter records this information in its routing table, and also informs the previously recorded MASthat the mobile host has migrated from its wireless cell. The packets sent to the mobile host rstarrive at the Mobile Router by the normal routing process. To forward a packet to the a mobilehost's current location, the Mobile Router inserts an LSR option in the packet, specifying thecurrent MAS as a transit router. The inserted LSR option causes this packet to be routed to themobile host via the MAS. When the mobile host sends a reply to the source, it also inserts the LSRoption in all outgoing packets, again specifying the current MAS as a transit router. When thestationary host receives this packet, it will reverse the recorded route, and insert it in all outgoingpackets that are sent to the mobile host. Thus, subsequent packets originating from the stationaryhost will be automatically routed along an optimal path. Notice that route reversal is an integralpart of LSR option processing. The LSR scheme exploits this feature to provide optimal routingbetween stationary and mobile hosts.Mapping: In this proposal, the MR acts as an ATA, and is also responsible for maintaining theLD. The MAS acts an FA for mobile hosts that lie in its wireless cell. The key feature of thisproposal is that it enables function f to be co-located with all internet hosts without requiringchanges to host software. All internet hosts, when generating replies to packets that are receivedwith the LSR option, are required to do the route reversal[6]. For TCP connections, the routereversal is performed by the protocol processing module, and in case of UDP connections, thisresponsibility lies with the applications. From our reference architecture view point, the processof route reversal amounts to the task that an ATA is required to carry out. Thus, this schemeeectively exploits mechanisms already available within IP protocol, and achieves co-location of18
ATA with end hosts without requiring any modications to host software. It is worth mentioningthat this feature cannot be achieved using any scheme that is based on encapsulation. Unlike LSR,encapsulation is not a part of the standard IP protocol specication. Therefore, no internet hostcan generate encapsulated IP packets without suitable software modication.Another important feature of this scheme is that no special protocol is required for distributingand managing LD cache entries. LD entries are automatically acquired through the incoming LSRoption. Recall that packets which arrive at a stationary host already contain the address of theMAS. This, together with the source address of the packet, constitutes an LD cache entry. When ahost starts a new session with a mobile host, it has no LD cache entry for the destination. Naturally,the rst packet is routed to the destination via the MR. When the ACK for this packet arrives,it contains the LD cache entry6 in the incoming LSR option. This LD entry is maintained on aper-session basis, and it maintained only as long as the corresponding TCP session is alive. Whenthe session terminates, the corresponding LD entry is purged. If the destination moves duringan active session, the LD cache entry becomes inconsistent. However, it gets updated as soon asthe next packet from the destination arrives at the source. This constitutes a pure on-demand-cache-update policy which has a good scaling property. Following a host's movement, only thoseLD cache entries are updated which are in use. Compared with Sony's proposal, which requiresa message to be broadcast to the network, signicantly fewer messages are exchanged. Naturally,an on-demand-cache-update policy lends a scalable design; both with respect to the size of thenetwork, and the rate of host mobility.6 SummaryIn this paper, we rst identied network layer concepts that play a crucial role in the design ofmobile networking systems. We showed that the process of address translation is fundamental toproviding any solution to mobility at the network layer. Our proposed network architecture employsthree basic set of entities: Address Translation Agent, Forwarding Agent, and Location Directory,which co-operate with each other to carry out the operation of address translation. The proposedarchitecture is general and exible. The architecture's generality enables it to capture all possiblescenarios of communication between mobile and stationary hosts. Its exibility allows sucientfreedom in terms of placement of these entities in the network.We showed that all candidate proposals for MobileIP can be visualized as special cases of ourproposed architecture. We demonstrated this by showing a one-to-one mapping between the entitiesin our architecture, and those required by the candidate proposals. Mappings represent set of designchoices (i.e., where in the network these entities are located) made in the candidate proposals (seeTable 2).In addition to these design choices, there are several other considerations such as inter-operability,backward-compatibility, security, and authentication, which also play a crucial role in the design ofa mobile networking system. Interested readers can refer to articles [17, 19, 8, 10] for an in-depthdescription of design and implementation issues.6All BSD 4.3 compliant TCP implementations copy this information in the TCP control block19
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Scheme Address TranslationAgent (f) Forwarding Agent (g) Location Directory Location Update ProtocolColumbia Co-located withMSR Co-located with MSR distributed among MSRs Only primary copy is modied.Lazy-update policy is used for up-dating cache entriesSony Co-located with allhosts and routers Co-located with mobilehosts LD is maintained at homerouter. Cache entries are ac-quired by snooping a packetheader Only primary copy is modiedby the explicit connect message.Cache entries are modied bybroadcasting a disconnect mes-sage, or are auto-ushed by atimeout mechanismMobileIPworking group Co-located withhome routers Co-located with ForeignAgent, or with mobilehost if DHCP is used. LD is maintained at homerouter only. Due to security reasons, cachingof LD entries is not allowed. Thisimplies when a host moves onlythe primary copy is required tobe modied. A simple locationupdate message from the mobilehost suces for this purpose.LSR scheme Co-located withall hosts and homerouters Co-located with mobilehosts LD is maintained at homerouter. Cache entries are ac-quired through incoming LSRoption Only primary copy is modied.Cache entries automatically getupdated when packets with newLSR option arrive. On-demandupdate policy, no broadcasts.
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Property LSR Columbia Sony IETF Mobile-IPIn-campus Out-of-campusOptimal Routing Always Always Never Only if all routers aremodied NeverAddress TranslationMechanism Loose Source Routing Encapsulation Encapsulation EncapsulationAdditional AddressSpace Required None None Double Double None. But required when us-ing DHCP.Failure Modes MR is a single point offailure, but it does notaect on-going sessions Robust against localMSR failures Non-local Home Agent is a single pointof failure, and it aects all on-going sessionsScalability Good Good Poor ExcellentCompatibility with IP So long as hostsand routers conform tostandards Total Requires changes TotalSecurity Insecure Partially Secure Insecure Fully SecureTable 1: Property Comparison of MobileIP schemes
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